
YACHT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE



 
 INTRODUCTION 

TO DEEP BLUE



          WHAT IS DEEP BLUE? 
DEEP Blue is the most complete and comprehensive Yacht Management Software on the market. Released in
2013, DEEP Blue has gained the reputation of being an industry-leading software for yacht management. To
date, over 200 yachts from 25m to 160m, and numerous international management agencies and family
offices have chosen DEEP Blue to manage their fleet of yachts. 

DEEP Blue covers all aspects of yacht operations. It has been refined to facilitate the exchange of data
between the crew, the management companies, and the family offices. Effectively easing crew and managers’
workload and securing the communication flow between the yacht and the owner’s team ashore. 

Using DEEP Blue daily provides a professional framework for captains and crew members to adhere to the
various regulations and obligations. By installing shared procedures, all parties can increase security and
bring value to both the work onboard and the owner’s assets, with optimum transparency. 

          EXPERIENCE COUNTS 
Our engineering team has created a robust and well-architected industry-specific software solution. It is
renowned for its user-friendly interface, and its relevant modules backed up by our corporate business
strength. 

All modules are designed in collaboration with yachting and merchant navy professionals. Inputs come from
captains, crew members, DPAs, yacht managers, financial directors, human resources specialists, and
owner representatives. All of whom continue to participate in the evolution of our software. 

Their regular input is our assurance that DEEP Blue can meet our clients’ requirements and address
yachting’s specific demands.

          KEEP IT SIMPLE 
DEEP Blue is designed expressly with non-IT specialists in mind. Unlimited simultaneous users from any
device can access the intuitive, user-friendly interface both online via secure dedicated servers, or offline
through a local onboard server. 

DEEP Blue is accessible by all crew members, who have a personal account to manage their own data.
Managers and officers can monitor all alarms triggered by DEEP Blue and track crucial information for every
aspect of today’s increasingly complex yacht operations. Designed as a communication platform between the
yacht and the shore-based company DEEP Blue allows users to give and receive approvals and keeps a time-
stamped history of all additions and changes. 

Yachts can activate a local DEEP Blue server onboard, which allows the crew to work offline. The yacht data
automatically synchronizes between the local and the master server ashore when an internet connection is
available via VSAT/LTE or landline*. 

*see option DEEP Blue Sync for details. 
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          HIGH SECURITY 
 

DEEP Blue licenses run on dedicated secured servers hosted at a Professional Internet Service Provider
where the highest security measures are guaranteed. Authorised users are provided with credentials to
access the yacht(s) data through a web browser. Granular access permissions to each module and
functionality enable to define “who can see what” and “who can do what” in the system, ensuring that
sensitive data can only be accessed by authorised users. 

DEEP Blue client servers are automatically updated with the latest software upgrades (every three months
on average) and backed up daily at two different ISP’s locations. Servers have a dedicated hi-speed
bandwidth (60 Mbps up & down). 

Management companies can elect to self-host the master server in their server facility. 

See option DEEP Blue Self Hosting 

          MODULES 
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CORE

INVENTORY      

FINANCE HRM
User Profiles
Contacts
Shared Calendar
Crew & Guests Lists 
Crew & Yacht Certificates
Technical Documentation
Settings

Accounting
Reporting 
Budget 

HRM Calendar
Leave Request 
Leave Summary
Scheduler
Work Hours
Payroll
Report

Catalogue
Stock Transactions
Report

PMS

ISM CHARTER

Tasks
Equipment
Report
Works 
Spare Parts
Logbook

Orders
Deliveries
Wishlist
Report

Dashboard
Procedures
Reports
Records 
Contacts 

Contracts 
Accounting 
APA
Calendar 
Report

 SYNC

FLEET

Dashboard 
Automatic synchronization
between local & master server 

Fleet Analytics
Crew
Financial
ISM
Documents 

PO





          YACHT | DASHBOARD 
Depending on the user’s position, one can monitor all primary yacht information for each module in a single
fully integrated dashboard. 
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FLEET



 
 INTRODUCTION 

TO CORE MODULE



          CORE | CREW 
Each crew member has a DEEP Blue account with the possibility to edit their personal details.
Managers, captains, and pursers can complete crew profiles with financial data, including working contract
details and salary. It is also possible to customise onboard yacht rules for payroll or leave days. 
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All crew documents can be organised in a custom structure where validity dates can easily be monitored
through an intuitive colour code alarm system. 

• Expired                                          
• Expire up to 1 month                   
• Expire in the next 2 to 6 months (customisable by document type)
• Missing mandatory document 
• Valid



          CORE | CREW & GUESTS LISTS 
 

Edit your IMO crew and guest lists in a few clicks and digitally sign. 
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Guests lists detailing guests' preferences for the chef and interior team.



          CORE | YACHT & TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS 

All yacht documents are organised in a custom structure with expiry dates. 
• Expired
• Expire within 1 month
• Expire within 3 months 
• Valid 
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Organise the master list of Technical Manuals as per the Yacht Equipment List. 

Yacht Certificates

Yacht Equipment Manuals



 
 INTRODUCTION 

TO FINANCE MODULE



          FIN | ACCOUNTING - PART 1 
 

Monitor the yacht’s daily accounting operations. Quotes and invoices can follow an approved workflow
between the crew, captain, managers and owners. 
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Assign card & cash accounts to any crew member who can upload their expenses with the supporting
documents. 

Yacht Account

Crew Account



          FIN | ACCOUNTING - PART 2 
 

Set up yacht and crew accounts according to the yacht’s existing financial structure with multiple currencies.
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Enter your yearly budget by category and subcategory in a two-level customised chart of accounts.

Yacht Accounts settings



          FIN | REPORTS - PART 1 
View detailed expenses and edit directly from the report. 
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Detailed Expenses Report



          FIN | REPORTS - PART 2 
Overview of expenses versus budget by amount and percentage for a selected period. 

          FIN | REPORTS - PART 3 
Analyse the yearly extended report to control yacht expenses by supplier and amount. 
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Category Report



 
 INTRODUCTION 

TO HRM MODULE



          HRM | LEAVE, REST, WATCH 
Monitor leave balances for each crew member. 
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View all crew absences in the Leave Tracker.

Approve crew leave requests. 



          HRM | WORKING SCHEDULE 
Publish monthly working schedules from which the crew will declare their hours of work and rest.
Red flags alert when an MLC rule has been breached.
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          HRM | PAYROLL 
 

Prepare payroll and edit detailed XLS exports under crewing management company format.
Generate all payslips in one click.
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Payroll Summary

Detailed report for paying office



          HRM | PAYSLIP 
 

The payslip provides details of contractual salary, leave days summary and any additions or deductions with
supporting documents attached. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

TO INVENTORY MODULE



          INV | CATALOGUE 
 

Browse through the highly visual catalogue of items through various filters and powerful search engine. Take
action on multiple items at once. 

          INV | REPORTS 
 

Produce customised detailed valuation reports for owners and insurers.  
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 INTRODUCTION 

TO PMS MODULE



          PMS | TASKS 
 

Build a custom maintenance program for the yacht. Link equipment to electronic logbook, documentation
and spare parts. 
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          PMS | EQUIPMENT 
 

Customise jobs done report. 

          PMS | LOGBOOK 
The digital Logbook follows running hours, parameters, and tanks related to the equipment. 
The Logbook can interface with the yacht AMCS. 
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Engines & Systems Logs



          PMS | EQUIPMENT 
Edit equipment cards and see related tasks, spare parts and technical documents.
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          PMS | SPARE PARTS 
Browse through the spare parts linked to the maintenance program of your equipment. 

          SPARE PARTS AND INVENTORY | QR CODES SYSTEM 
 

Use the DEEP Blue QR code app to manage your spare parts and inventory stock.
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Monitor stock levels (below/above minimum) to reorder necessary spares. 





 
 INTRODUCTION 

TO PO MODULE



          PO | ORDERS AND DELIVERIES
Create Purchase Orders directly linked to inventory, spare parts or maintenance. 

          PO | REPORTS 
 

Edit reports for pending deliveries, open or completed orders.

          PO | WISHLIST
Generate a PO from an already created wishlist. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

TO ISM MODULE



          ISM | REPORTS 
 

In ISM Reports, find 9 encoded built-in electronic forms that cover the primary ship-to-shore reporting.
Reports include a live notes system to facilitate direct communication between officers and DPA. 

          ISM | PROCEDURES 
 

All ISM Procedures published by the DPA can be organised in a four-level custom structure.
The vessel-specific Forms, Drills, Checklists and Procedures are held as PDFs.
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          ISM | RECORDS 
 

Upload all filled-in and signed procedures to ISM Records. 

          ISM | DASHBOARD 
 

Control all warnings and important info through a dedicated ISM Dashboard. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

TO CHARTER MODULE



          CHARTER
 

Manage all charter information in one place: charter contracts, charter accounting, APA, calendar, and
reports. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

TO FLEET MODULE



          FLEET | DASHBOARD 

With the activation of a Fleet license management and family offices can view the critical data of all of the
vessels in one central location. Including crew and yacht certificates, finances and ISM reports. 
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Monitor alerts on yachts and crew certificates at the fleet level. 

Monitor accounting at the fleet level.



CONTACTS: 
 

DEEP Blue Soft 
535 Route des Lucioles - Les Aqueducs 

06560 Sophia Antipolis, FRANCE 
 

https://www.deepbluesw.com 
dbs-info@deepbluesw.com 

 
 
 

Management | Sales: 
+33(0)7.86.32.47.95 | +33(0)6.31.67.57.28

Client Support: 
+33(0)6.40.65.93.02 


